
 
 

People of the World – Freedom List Poem 

Here is another model for writing a list poem on the theme of Freedom. Our model for this is 

Percy Bysshe Shelley’s poem A Song: ‘Men of England’ written in 1819. This is a protest 

poem against the Lords [Owners/Rulers] in England controlling their workers; it is also a call 

for those workers to stand up for their rights and to break free from this control.  

 

This poem uses elements of repetition in listing to add power to its message. The repetition of 

the questioning Wherefore is one example of this; in the 5th stanza there is a list of four 

aspects of work done, and in the following 6th stanza this is matched by four imperatives for 

the workers to enact.  

 

Writing a modern version means you are free to use as much of the original as you choose but 

also to adapt this. The first adaption is to break free of the gender stereotyping and geography 

of its time and change your poem from men in England to people of the world!  

 

With your poem, you could be a little less literal compared to Shelley who talks precisely 

about sowing seeds and making clothes [though he does use the metaphor bees of England!]. 

More abstract but still understandable references can free up your poem to general, universal 

ideas. First, you need to create a ‘list’ pattern: 

 

Possible List Pattern 

 

People of the world 

Why do you… 

What are you… 

When will you… 

 

Then you write lines that have some connection with being free to act/in action: 

 



Linked to Freedom 

 

People of the world, 

Why do you wait for the questions? 

What are your own answers? 

When will you be demanding? 

 

People of the world, 

Why do you listen for the others? 

What are you trying to say? 

When will you shout out loud? 

 

Extra Patterns 

 

As with Shelley’s poem, you could introduce further patterns 

 

The questions you ask, another answers for you 

The shouts you make, another is louder  

    [and so on] 

 

Ask your question, make others hear your answer 

Shout your message, make everyone listen 

     [and so on] 


